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Talk about Android Stick and Consol RockChip based pc. 484 Threads 6.5K Messages Discussion about Android Stick and Console, Intel based computers Discussion about AMLogic based Android Stick &amp; Console Computers. 1.2K Threads 26.4K Messages Use this forum to discuss AllWinner based computers
142 Threads 1.7K Messages Get help with your Android Stick &amp; Console Computers. Ask a question and troubleshoot a problem. 872 Threads 2.4K Messages for Google Chromecast Voice Hack discussion and development for discussion of Google Chromecast 2015 Hack and Development for discussion of
Google Chrome Cast Hack and development of 1.8K threads 27.4K messages discussing Philips, Sony, TCL Android TV get our official app! (Coming soon) the best way to access the XDA on your phone yesterday at 11:52 am you have to log in or sign up to send here. To discuss Google Chromecast Audio Hack and
Development for discussion of Google Chromecast 2015 Hack and Development for discussion of Google Chrome Cast Hack and develop 1.8K threads 27.4K messages discussing Philips, Sony, TCL Android TV Themes and Applications for Nvidia Shield Android TV 128 Threads 1.1K Messages Original Android
Development for Nvidia Shield Android TV Android Development For Nvidia Shield Android TV Accessories for Nvidia Shield Android TV (Cases) , Screensaver, Battery, etc.) for all your questions about nVidia Shield Android TV 1.4K threads 9.5K messages talk about Nvidia Shield Android TV (general, tips &amp;
tricks, etc.) 335 threads 7.5K messages Android TV box like other set top streaming devices, as anyone who has been doing buying a little comparison can tell you. This is because Android TV, unlike Amazon Fire TV, Rocco, and Apple TV, is not prescribed on a top-down development model. The TV entertainment
platform is based on Android and managed by Google, but distributed among third-party OEMs is the free reign to tweak, customize, and optimize Android TV as they see fit. As a result, there is a variety of top set boxes from Nvidia, Xiaomi, and more. Unfortunately, wealth makes it difficult to pick the good out of the bad.
Some Android TV boxes — especially broadcasters Nexus and Razer Forge TV — have been disconnected. Others such as The Sharp AN-NP40 and CCC Air Stick are not available in the U.S. Which is why we have already collected a list of the best Android TV boxes and Android TV shows on the market. It's not
comprehensive, but if you're looking for an Android TV device that (1) has positively checked and (2) is available to buy, come to the right place. By Kyle Wiggers Android TV and how does it work? So what's an Android TV? Put simply, this is the successor to Google's ill-fated Google TV platform, and the search giant's
response to Amazon TV, Rocco, and Apple TV. Android TV is a version of Android with a 10-foot interface designed for TSOs. Google's Leanback launcher places TV shows and movies primarily, with vertical scrolling rows crowded by content from video apps like NetFligheh, Hulu, HBO, Plex, Amazon Instant Video,
VUDU, Showtime at any time, Kodi Disney Movies Anywhere, WatchESPN, Crackle, EPIX, and YouTube; music apps like Google Play Music, Spotify, Tidal, Sirius XM, and Pandora; and subscription TV shows like PlayStation Vue. Sling TV, and YouTube TV. Android TV devices offer native Chrome Cast integration that
allows apps to pour content into Android TV boxes and TSOs. And they're integrated with the Google Play Store ecosystem, which has a growing collection of videos, music, apps, and video games. Other highlights of android TV include support for external storage via USB, native Bluetooth game controller support, and
a YouTube app that can stream 4K content. The latest version of Android TV, which is based on Android Oreo, brings a few new features to the mix:The best Android TV box Android TV boxes are more or less comparable to Amazon Fire TV devices and Apple TV in which they are completely self-contained. They are
compatible with almost any modern TV or monitor with HDMI ports, and they stream content via Wi-Fi or Ethernet connectivity. NVIDIA Shield TVSource: NVIDIASpecsNVIDIA Shield TV ProcessorNVIDIA Tegra X1256-core Maxwell GPU ConnectivityWi-Fi 802.11a/b/g/n/ac, Dual-band Wi-Fi 2.4GHz/5GHzBluetooth 4.1
PortsHDMI 2.0b w/ HDCP 2.2 and CECUSB-A 3.0 (2) ConnectivityWi-Fi 802.11a/b/g/n/ac, Dual-band 2.4GHz/5GHzBluetooth 4.1 LEGigabit Ethernet Audio outputDolby Atmos, Dolby TrueHD, Dolby Digital (AC3), Dolby Digital Plus (E-AC3)DTS-HD, DTS-HD MA, DTS-X, DTS Core Audio StreamsHi-Fi 24-bit/192kHz
audio5.1 and 7.1 surround soundAccessoriesShield Stand (vertical stand) — $59Shield Remote w/ 3.5mm headphone jack — $19NVIDIA Shield Controller — $49SmartThings Link — $40Unique featuresNVIDIA GameStreamNVIDIA GeForce NowSelect Nintendo GameCube and Wii games in Chinese marketsCast in
4KVideo output4K UltraHD at 24/25/30/50/60 Hz10-bit color &amp; HDR10 / Rec. 2020 HDR10-bit HEVC (H.265)VP9 codecsRAM3GBStorage16GBDimensions98 x 159 x 25.93mmWeight250gPrice $179/$199 (w/ Shield Controller)The NVIDIA Shield TV is widely considered to be the best Android TV box on the market
،  و ﺗﻌﺠﺒﻲ ﻧﺪاره ﭼﺮا. In addition to the standard array of Android TV features (such as access to the Google Play Store and support for Google Assistant via remote control equipped with microphones), the angular, neon green accented TV shield game is nicely compatible with Nvidia services like Nvidia GameStream,
which allows you to stream games from PCs with GTX-compatible GeForce graphics cards, and GeForce now, $7.99 per month super-platform That beam titles titles Battlegrounds, Fortnite Battle Royale, The Witcher 3: Wild Hunt, Lego Star Wars: The Force Awakens, and Destiny 2 over the internet to the Shield TV's
client. Thanks to the powerful Nvidia-designed Tegra X1 processor and Kepler GPU, Shield TV can run games like Half-Life 2, Portal, Tomb Raider, Borderlands: Pre sequel, Ultimate Fantasy NINTH, Witness, and Resurrection: BFG Native Edition, all of which are prime placements on android TV's Bumper Box Game
app. And in China, Nvidia Shield TV features another killer: gamecube games and wii from Nintendo. Bumper TV owners in China markets have access to the new Super Mario Bros., Super Mario Galaxy, Zelda Legends: Twilight Princess, Punch Out!!, and Metroid Prime, and more. You don't have to be a game to
appreciate the best TV shield features, though. It's one of a few Android TV boxes with support for 4K HDR (dynamic high range) content on NetFeli Cs, Amazon Video, and VUDU in HDR10 format. (Google Play Movies &amp; TV and YouTube stream in 4K, but neither support HDR on the Shield TV yet.) It's also one of
the few Android TV boxes with IR remote control that can adjust the volume of your TV and turn it on and off. And if you download and install s.H.I.E.L.D. tv specific network build, SHIELD TV has become a fully featured media server capable of finding, dragging, organizing, and streaming movies, TV programs, and
music from the Internet and local network devices. It's worth noting that to get the best game experience on TV Shield, you need a $60 Shield controller, which is sold separately. The latest incarnation features dual vibration engines and a 3.5mm headphone jack that has audio tubes from the Shield TV over
Bluetooth.The optional SmartThings link from Samsung, a $40 USB dongle connecting to one of S.H.I.E.L.D.'s USB TV ports, brings the Android TV box to It converts a smart home hub, adds native support for ZigBee and Z-Wave Internet Of Things (IoT) devices such as LIFX lamps, SMARTThinQ LG appliances,
Ecobee's combination of connected thermostats, and Nest Cam security cameras. You manage connected devices with samsung SmartThings app, which is available for free on the Google Play Store. Xiaomi Mi BoxSource: XiaomiSpecsXiaomi Mi Box ProcessorAmlogic Quad-core Cortex-A53Mali 450 GPU
ConnectionyWi-Fi 802.11a/b/g/n/ac, Double Band Wi-Fi 2.4GHz/5GHzBluetooth 4.0 PortsHDMI 2.0a (HDCP 2.2)USB 2.0 x 1 portSPDIF Out / 3.5mm Audio Output ConnectsWi-Fi 802.11a/b/g/n/n/ac, Dual-band 2.4GHz/5GHzBluetooth 4.0 Audio outputDolby Digital PlusDTS 2.0+ Digital OutA2DP Bluetooth Audio5.1 and
7.1 surround SoundAccessoriesUnique featuresThree months of Pandora Premium$5 VUDU creditOne month from CBS All Access $50 Credit for Sling TV Output H.265 HEVC MP-10 at L5.1 at 4K x 2K/60 HzH.264 AVC HPat L5.1 at 4K x 2K/30 HzH.264 MVC at 1080p/60 HzVP9 Specs - 2 to 4K x 2K @
HDRRAM2GBStorage8GBDimensions101 x 101 x 19.5mmWeight177gPrice $69The Xiaomi Mi Box, which launched in 2016, is one of the cheapest Android TV boxs on the market. But don't let down your stupid label price barrel - it's surprisingly uncompromising for budget set-top boxes. The box supports 4K dynamic
high range (HDR) content in HDR10, and it is one of the cheapest top set boxes of its kind. (The 4K-ready Roku Premiere, Premiere+, and Ultra start at $80, $100, and $130, and the Apple TV starts at $149.) Like Nvidia Shields TV, Mi Box ships with remote control sportsing microphones that taps into the Google
Assitant. You can ask questions about the weather (what is temperature?) , search for an actor or actress (screening with Nicole Kidman), or turn down the lights from the comfort of your couch. When it comes to apps, the Mi box has uncomiled access to the Google Play Store. The box is compatible with the same
selection of Android TV games and Nvidia Shield TV applications. And on the home screen, The Xiaomi May Box recommends featuring popular selection features such as Netfeli, Hulu, and Fox Sports.Xiaomi Mi box is not perfect, of course. It doesn't ship with the game controller, though it's compatible with most thirdparty Bluetooth controllers on the market, and doesn't have a 3.5mm headphone jack remote control. And its performance leaves something to be desired - graphically demanding games like Calibur Spirit and Asphalt 8 tend to become lazy. However, if you're looking for an Android TV box that doesn't break the bank, it's
hard to beat the Xiaomi Mi box. Sweeten pot is Oreo's upcoming Android update, with which google assistant's new features and home are redesigned. Your best Android TV TvsIf are on the market for a new TV, why pick up a TV that runs Android TV? Integrated Android TV sets offer the same features as Android TV
boxes, but with one key difference: there's no need to worry about finding a spot on your entertainment console for a breakout box because all the necessary hardware is built right into it. Sony 65 Inch A1E Bravia OLEDSource:SonySpecsSony 65 Inch A1E Bravia OLED Processor4K HDR Processor X1 Extreme
ConnectionWi-Fi 802.11a/b/g/n/ac, Dual-Band Wi-Fi 2.4GHz/5GHzBluetooth 4 .1 PortsHDMI 2.0b (HDCP 2.2) (4)Composite videoUSB 2.0 (3)SPDIF Out / 3.5mm audio outputRS-232C inputRF connectionyWi-Fi 802.11a/b/g/n/ac, Dual Band 2.4GHz/5GHzBluetooth 4.0Ethernet Audio OutputDolby Digital, Dolby Digital
Plus, Dolby PulseDTS Digital Surround Surround Audio Audio Speakers Unicorn Level FeaturesClearAudio+ soundS-Force Front SurroundDigital Sound Enhancement EngineHDR remasterMotionflow XRTRILUMINOS DisplayRemote control w/IR blasterBuilt-in tuner outputVideo4096 x 2160p 60 Hz)3840 x 2160p (24,
30, 60 Hz)1080p (30, 60 Hz), 1080/24p720p (30, 60 Hz), 720/24p480pSuper Bit Mapping 4K HDR (HDR10 and Dolby Vision)RAM2GBStorage 16GBDimensions1,451 x 834 x 86mm (No Standing)The Weight29.8kg (No Stand) price of $2,999The A1E Bravia OLED TV is Sony's first foray into the Organic Light Emitting
Diode (OLED) technology, which has deeper blacks, higher contrast, and richer colors than LCD, a typical choice. (In OLED displays, each individual sub-pixel creates brightness, while LCD screens produce an image by shining a backstage light through a liquid crystal panel.) It's an absolute staggering one; the price tag
may not fit in the Android TV buyer's budget, but if you're looking for an incredible image quality TV and tons of additional features, the A1E checks every box. Sony's A1E is not your average TV. It has a table kickstand that positions the set at a slight angle (Sony calls it a less standing design), and it doesn't have
conventional speakers. The A1E features an acoustic surface: two small acters behind the screen, one on the left and one on the right, vibrating the glass to create sound. Installed in a burst with a rear subwoofer, the A1E is able to produce audio that rivals the quality of high-end audio strips. When it comes to software,
Sony A1E ships with a completely fledgling version of Android TV based on Android Oro. It comes preloaded with Amazon Instant Video, Sony's Ultra app, and Netflix (all three of which support 4K HDR playback in Dolby Vision and HDR10 formats) in addition to dozens of other apps from the Google Play Store,
including UltraFlix, CNNGo, Crunchyroll, TuneIn, PBS Kids, Google Play Movie &amp; TV, and YouTube. (Unfortunately, VUDU A1E can't play 4K content in HDR.) Chromecast support is in to date, as is the integration of Google Assistant. A1E also supports Amazon Echo and Google Home devices. When you run
through the TV control setting app, Shout, Alexa/Good Google, turn on the TV will fire A1E and any other A/V equipment you configure in the TV settings menu – including audio receivers, DVRs, and set top cable boxes. Other commands replace inputs, change channels, disconnect sound, and more. Unfortunately, the
A1E processor - the Sony X1 Extreme - is not against the high-end Android TV competition. Expect occasional stutters and pauses while scrolling through the home screen, or while playing demanding games and watching 4K videos. and now, VUDU A1E can't play 4K content in HDR. However, if you're on the market
for the best Android TV money collection you can buy, A1E is this year's top contender. Claims.
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